DAY IS DONE
As recorded by Nick Drake
(From the 1969 Album FIVE LEAVES LEFT)

Transcribed by
tomcsikachicago@gmail.com

Words and Music by Nick Drake
Arranged by Chris Healey

A Intro
Standard tuning (Capo 5th)

[B] Intro
Standard tuning (Capo 5th)

\[ \text{let ring} \]

Day is done, the sky is grey,
Time for dreams to heal the day,
Days are gone, the night is here,
Time for dreams to let the tears.

A

Verse 1, 2

Day is done, the sky is grey,
Time for dreams to heal the day,
Days are gone, the night is here,
Time for dreams to let the tears.

B
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C Verse 3, 4
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Verse 5, 6

Let ring

Verse 7